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Nonstop flights from Manchester to New York/Newark with
connections to over 280 destinations across the Americas
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Daily year round
service*

B767

+1 = Next day arrival.. *Please note some seasonal timing differences may occur.

Boeing 767
Enjoy more seats and more comfort on the widebody 767*, year round on Manchester to New York/Newark

More than 280 destinations across the Americas
United Airlines offers comprehensive access to the U.S. from four U.K.
airports, and onward connections to over 280 destinations across
the Americas. United flies nonstop from Manchester to New York/
Newark. Getting to and from the Big Apple is quicker by rideshare
than from JFK thanks to United’s New York / Newark (EWR) hub.

Information is correct as of October 2019. Please check before reservation and travel.
Number of onward connections includes destinations served by United Airlines, Inc. and United Express.
*Aircraft scheduled to operate as 767-400 in the Summer and 767-300 in the Winter. Some other ad-hoc seasonal capacity changes may also occur.
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The business class
experience redesigned
from Ahh to Zzz.
FOR

MORE

INFORMATION

VISIT

UNITED.COM/POLARIS

Custom luxury bedding designed

Inflight dining experience created

Sleep-themed amenity kits help

by Saks Fifth Avenue

with The Trotter Project

flyers stay relaxed and refreshed

Say hello to United® Premium Plus
United’s new premium economy experience will roll out across most long-haul
international flights that features a roomy, plush seat, even more spacious
and relaxing than Economy Plus seats. Now available for purchase on the first
London to San Francisco flight of the day and all five daily flights from London
to New York/Newark. Travellers will receive upgraded dining options on
custom dinnerware and then the perfect sit back and relax amenity kit with a
Saks Fifth Avenue blanket and pillow to compliment.

United Economy®
With our inclusive United Economy® fares, you don’t have to pay extra for a 23kg
bag and an allocated seat. You can relax in ergonomically-designed seats with up
to 32 inches of legroom, stay connected with Wi-Fi available on all trans-Atlantic
flights, and enjoy a hearty three-course meal with complimentary beer and wine.

United Economy Plus®
Stretch out with extra legroom in
United Economy Plus; with up to
six inches of additional legroom.
Seats are located near the front
of the Economy cabin allowing a
swifter exit on arrival.

Stay connected even at 36,000
feet. Enjoy complimentary
movies and television shows
on your device.
Full Wi-Fi access is also available for purchase.

United Polaris and United Premium Plus travel features, including aircraft and airport configuration, may not be available in all markets and/or flights. Information correct as of October 2019.
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